
Who lives here: Fiona and Shaun 
Chalmers, who both work in 
finance, and their baby son, Harry.
Style of home: An early ’90s 
double-storey warehouse-style 
brick home in Richmond, Melbourne. 

Fiona and Shaun lived in the 
house for a year before kicking 

off the design process with the 
team from Techne Architecture + 
Interior Design then tinkering the 
plans for a year. Construction took 
nine months to complete.

DREAM IT. DESIGN IT. DO IT.

NEW URBAN
A slick revamp of this Melbourne warehouse  
has created a home where chilled family time 

and easy entertaining fuse effortlessly 
WORDS ROSANNE PEACH  STYLING LUCY BOCK  PHOTOGRAPHY TOM BLACHFORD
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INSIDE renovation 

living area
A Jardan ‘Sky’ sofa and SP01 coffee 
tables from Space Furniture carve 
out an inviting spot in the open 
space. Where possible, the textured 
brickwork was retained. “The light 
hits it slightly differently to a normal 
plasterboard wall and it’s a bit of  
a connection back to the existing 
shell of the building,” says interior 
designer Jonny Mitchell. 
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DREAM IT. 
Armed with inspiration, Fiona and Shaun turned to architect Karina 

Piper and interior designer Jonny Mitchell of Techne Architecture  

+ Interior Design. “It was funny, I brought along a magazine spread of 

a house I liked and Karina had actually pulled the same house,” says 

Fiona. “I thought: we’re on the same page here!” The addition of an 

ensuite and a better connection between the kitchen and outdoors for 

easy entertaining were crucial. But the vision hung on a pared-back, 

sleek aesthetic. “They wanted a minimal palette to try and expand the 

space,” says Jonny. It was a trick that would help compensate for low 

ceilings and create cohesion. Style-wise, the intention was to create  

a flexible backdrop. “I wanted a colour palette that would allow us  

to bring personality into the house with artwork and bits and pieces 

from our travels or collected along the way,” says Fiona.

the moodboard

dining area
Colourful Moroso ‘St. Mark’ chairs 
from Hub Furniture surround a 
Rolf Benz dining table from Pad 
Furniture. Track lighting makes  
the most of the low ceilings. Mafi 
‘Oak Clear’ flooring completes  
the clean, crisp look.

kitchen
Don’t be fooled by its understated 
lines – this is one kitted-out cooking 
zone, with everything from  
a hidden fridge to integrated 
deep-fryer, as well as a wine fridge 
and induction cooktop. “This is 
just a really fun kitchen to cook in,” 
says Fiona. The granite splashback 
and benchtops add lively texture 
to this entertaining hub, complete 
with Hay stools from Cult.

Food, family and friends make up the simple recipe  

that Melbourne couple Fiona and Shaun knew they 

needed to create their home. But finding the space 

where those things could mix without leaving their 

hood of 10 years, the urban hotspot of Richmond,  

was a challenge. Fiona and Shaun found their solution in a 

warehouse-style brick home with a courtyard that instantly  

doubled their entertaining space. A carport sealed the deal.

For the mad foodies, the ability to entertain at home or savour  

the suburb’s delights just a hop-skip away, allowed them to easily  

see past the dark, dated fit-out. Rather than rush into a revamp,  

Fiona and Shaun paused to observe their space. “We lived in it  

for a year just to see how the light was and to get a feel for the  

house and the area,” says Fiona.  
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Fiona & Shaun’s wishlist 
+ “ I wanted a house that had more light  

and used the light that we had better.” 

+ “ A kitchen that was open and meant  

that our friends could be involved in  

the cooking and entertaining process.  

This also meant ensuring the house flowed 

all the way through to the courtyard.”

+ “ The house needed an entrance because 

previously you would walk in and bam,  

you were in the living room. The brick 

screen [pictured on page 99] allows  

you to have a moment before stepping  

into the living area.” 

Leather recessed pulls 
with oak core, from $33 
each, MadeMeasure, 
mademeasure.com.

bar
Come cocktail hour, the discreet 
joinery opposite the kitchen is 
opened to reveal a glam little  
mirror-backed cocktail bar.  

Rubber plant, 
$75/250mm,  
Domus Botanica, 
domusbotanica.com.au.

‘Wash&Wear’ low 
sheen interior paint 
in Natural White, 
$71.90/4L, Dulux, 
dulux.com.au.



master bedroom
Lush textured loop carpet from 
Cavalier Bremworth mimics the 
look of the granite in the ensuite 
behind. The green of a giant oak 
tree in Fiona and Shaun’s wedding 
picture, above the bed, is followed 
through with a Hay side table from 
Cult. The wall light is also from Cult.   

INSIDE renovation
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1. Entry 
2. Carport
3. Living area
4. Powder room
5. Kitchen
6. Dining area
7. Laundry

8. Outdoor 
entertaining area
9. Bathroom
10. Bedroom
11. Bedroom
12. Master bedroom
13. Ensuite 

DESIGN IT. 
“The home was fairly robust and slightly industrial-looking externally 

but internally it was a much more suburban fitout. The two didn’t align 

at all,” recalls Jonny. The team at Techne worked back and forth with 

Fiona and Shaun to resolve the disconnect. “I didn’t want to make it 

just an industrial warehouse look,” says Fiona. “I wanted something 

that was a lot sleeker and more refined than that. A nod back with  

the steel windows was a really nice way to do it.” 

The fine black steel windows set the tone for black fittings and 

sharp finishes throughout. “In a house that’s not very big, you want 

your joinery and all your finishings to speak and create that bit of 

bling around the house,” says Fiona.

The architects also took their cue from the couple’s interest  

in art and design, creating a plinth in the living area to showcase 

pieces, while plotting the living room around existing furniture.  

“We had already begun buying pieces of furniture that we were  

going to have for a long time, like the Jardan couch and some  

of the occasional chairs. We were able to consider how the house 

would evolve around that,” says Fiona. 

master bedroom
MadeMeasure leather pulls add 
texture to the cool palette. A chair 
and side table, both from Anibou, 
form a sophisticated nook.   

the best bits
+  “The windows. I love how they 

frame our garden and fill our 

house with light.” says Fiona. 

+  “The MadeMeasure leather 
pulls are beautiful. It is a lovely 

little luxury to enjoy every time 

you open a door or drawer.” 

+  “The bar is really fun and has  

an extravagant reveal; it looks 

very simple and plain from the 

outside but you open it up and 

there’s a bit of bling, a bit of  

mirror. It’s quite a hit.” 

bathroom
A round mirror breaks up the 
straight lines of the wall covered  
in Inax tiles from Artedomus.  
The sleek feel is softened with 
white-washed oak timber veneer 
joinery, a warm partner with 
natural stone tiles underfoot  
and a honed granite vanity top. 
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“ IT’S IMPORTANT TO BE AWARE OF THINGS LIKE HOW 
THAT DOOR IS GOING TO BE FINISHED; AND HOW THE 
WALL WORKS INTO THOSE CUPBOARDS” FIONA CHALMERS, OWNER
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courtyard
“We love entertaining and often 
spill outside for drinks. We open 
up the concertina doors so dinner 
can be back on the dining table 
but it’s all connected,” says Fiona. 
Built-in seating “helps to break up 
that back wall so it’s tiered with 
greenery, planters and seating,” 
says interior designer Jonny. 
Herrod Landscapes created  
the green wall to match Fiona’s 
colour palette. “The green wall  
is fantastic. We love it,” she says. 
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lessons learnt

DO IT.
The nine-month build, planned as six, came with a few challenges  

– original floorwork that wasn’t to code, joists being out, windows 

delayed – but it did little to fluster Fiona, despite the fact she was 

planning their wedding at the time. Fiona and Shaun moved into  

their new home just three days before they tied the knot. “It was  

a deadline the builder could not move,” says Fiona with a laugh.

While the shell remained the same, the house was gutted and 

floors replaced. By reversing the stairs, the team at Techne won  

space for a powder room and utility area downstairs, and could  

move the kitchen closer to the courtyard. A chic bar, fitted into joinery 

opposite the kitchen, fits the entertainers to a tee. “You open the  

bar up and you have the drama of the cooking but you also have 

cocktail making and it’s fun,” says Fiona. The courtyard is decked  

out to enable seamless entertaining and hosts the growing garden 

needed to soften the home. 

Upstairs, a slight rejig has allowed for an ensuite and a calm 

collection of rooms, one recently claimed by their new son, Henry, 

who has come along nearly a year later. “This was our first renovation 

and we loved the process,” says Fiona. “Creating something that is 

exactly what you want is an incredibly rewarding experience.”   

Visit Techne Architecture + Interior Design at techne.com.au.

“ BE PREPARED THAT EVERYTHING WILL 
PROBABLY TAKE LONGER THAN YOU 
THINK, BUT ALSO THAT YOU’LL GET THE 
BEST RESULT IF YOU SPEND THE TIME  
ON THE PLANS” FIONA CHALMERS, OWNER


